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Abstract
The automatic recognition of dialogue act is a task of crucial importance for the processing of natural language dialogue at discourse level. It is also one of the most challenging problems as most often the dialogue act is not expressed
directly in speaker’s utterance. In this paper, a new cue-based model for dialogue act recognition is presented. The model
is, essentially, a dynamic Bayesian network induced from manually annotated dialogue corpus via dynamic Bayesian
machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, the dynamic Bayesian network’s random variables are constituted from sets
of lexical cues selected automatically by means of a variable length genetic algorithm, developed speciﬁcally for this purpose. To evaluate the proposed approaches of design, three stages of experiments have been conducted. In the initial stage,
the dynamic Bayesian network model is constructed using sets of lexical cues selected manually from the dialogue corpus.
The model is evaluated against two previously proposed models and the results conﬁrm the potentiality of dynamic Bayesian networks for dialogue act recognition. In the second stage, the developed variable length genetic algorithm is used to
select diﬀerent sets of lexical cues to constitute the dynamic Bayesian networks’ random variables. The developed approach
is evaluated against some of the previously used ranking approaches and the results provide experimental evidences on its
ability to avoid the drawbacks of the ranking approaches. In the third stage, the dynamic Bayesian networks model is constructed using random variables constituted from the sets of lexical cues generated in the second stage and the results conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approaches for designing dialogue act recognition model.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Dialogue act (hereafter DA) is a concise abstraction of speaker’s intention-what a speaker is trying to
achieve by his utterance. It has roots in several language theories of meaning, particularly speech act theory
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(Austin, 1962) which interprets any utterance as a kind of action, called speech acts, performed by a speaker
and categorised them into speech acts categories (Searle, 1975). DA, however, extends speech act by taking
into account the context of the utterance (Bunt, 1994). Fig. 1 is a hypothetical dialogue annotated with DAs.
Dialogue act recognition (DAR) is a task of crucial importance for the processing of natural language dialogue at discourse level in various applications such as dialogue systems, machine translation, speech recognition, and meeting summarisation. For example, it conditions a successful interpretation of user’s utterance
which is the main function of natural language understanding unit in dialogue systems. Formally, it is deﬁned
as follows: given an utterance with its preceding context, how to determine the DA it realises.
On the other hand, the task is challenging because most often DA is not expressed directly in speaker’s
utterance, and consequently the meaning of the utterance is not the intended meaning. For instance, a dialogue system without DAR ability interprets the utterance ‘‘Can you reserve three tickets for me?” as if a user
questioning its ability to reserve tickets, whereas his actual intention is a request to reserve three tickets. Obviously, such dialogue system is inadequate.
The literature of DAR indicates that the endeavours for modeling DAR started early seventies and resulted
in two types of models (Jurafsky, 2004; Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). The models of the ﬁrst type, known as
plan-based model (Cohen and Perrault, 1979; Perrault and Allen, 1980; Allen and Perrault, 1980), are based,
essentially, on belief logic to infer the meaning of the utterance, and then use it to infer the DA in a subsequent
stage as depicted in Fig. 2. These models tend to be very time consuming of both human labour in development of plan inference heuristics and system time in running these heuristics (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000).
The models of the second type, known as cue-based model (Stolcke et al., 2000), are characterised by extensive use of Machine Learning (ML) approaches to automatically discover association rules between surface
linguistic cues of utterances and DAs as shown in Fig. 3. This particular aspect of cue-based model displaces
the burden of manual design of the association rules from human expert and makes these models more attractive from computational point of view (Jurafsky, 2004).
Among the wide spectrum of ML approaches investigated for constructing cue-based models (Fishel, 2007),
the statistical approaches are the most prominent, due to their distinctive properties of modularity and ability
to handle well both rules and exceptions to those rules. N-Gram (Reithinger and klesen, 1997), classiﬁcation
and regression tree (Shriberg et al., 2000), hidden Markov models (Wright, 1998; Chu-Carroll, 1998; Stolcke
et al., 2000), naı̈ve bayes (NB) (Grau et al. 2004; Ivanovic, 2005), static Bayesian networks (SBNs) (Keizer
et al., 2002; Keizer and op den Akker, 2007), and maximum entropy (Lesch, 2005), as statistical ML
approaches, have been explored. Besides that, non-statistical ML approaches have also been investigated such
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Hello.
I want to see you today at 2:00.
I’ m busy at this time.
but I’m free at 3:00.
Okay, that sounds fine to me.
I’ll see you then.
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical dialogue annotated with DAs.
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Fig. 2. Plan-based DAR model.
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